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 OF A PHASE SPACE TOMOGRAPHY 
M

 Facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ) is a European collaboration developing RF photocathode 
el

ediate quadrupole doublets will be used. CCLRC Daresbury Laboratory and 
DESY, Zeuthen are undertaking this together while the equipment will be installed and tested at PITZ as part of the 
present facility upgrade.  

hy section will allow study of 
transverse emittances along the electron bunch. The development of the tomography section is being undertaken jointly 
between DESY, Zeuthen and the Accelerator Science and Technology Centre (ASTeC) at CCLRC's Daresbury 
Laboratory. ASTeC are mainly responsible for beam simulations up to the end of the tomography section, the layout of 
the matching and tomography sections and the specification of the magnets. DESY, Zeuthen will undertake the 
construction and installation at PITZ. Fig. 1 shows the initial proposed layout of PITZ2. 

 the 
start of the tomography matching section is given. The first solution is explained in detail in the following section 
together with a summary of the energy scanning do  The next section deals with the second solution, 
w

ODULE” 

D.J. Holder, B.D. Muratori, CCLRC Daresbury Laboratory, UK, 
S. Khodyachykh, DESY, Zeuthen, Germany.

The Photo Injector Test
ectron guns for light source and linear collider projects. EuroFEL deliverable 1.13 consists of a report describing the 

design of a phase space tomography diagnostic based on a set of quadrupoles and view screens. In order to measure the 
beam emittance, four screens with interm

Following simulations of the gun using the ASTRA code at a range of energies, simulations of the electron beam 
parameters through the matching and tomography sections must be undertaken in order to specify the optimum 
arrangement of magnets and screens. 

INTRODUCTION 
The photo injector test facility at DESY in Zeuthen is currently being upgraded to operate at higher electron beam 

energy. In addition to a normal conducting booster cavity the first diagnostic components that belong to the PITZ2 
phase have also been installed. This intermediate phase is called PITZ1.5, and the first results are reported in [1]. 

For the detailed analysis of the transverse phase spase it is planned to install a tomography section based on multiple 
quadrupoles and view screens. Together with the future deflecting cavity [2] the tomograp

Figure 1: PITZ2 Layout scheme. 

In this report, three solutions are presented, which represent three of the phases through which the design passed as 
the requirements have evolved. Although the third and final design is probably the one that will be implemented, this 
decision had not been made at the point this report was written. The first and the second solutions are both based on the 
matching section starting 7.5 m from the gun and have already been shown in [3], and are the same but with the latter 
having updated parameters (FODO cell length and deflecting cavity specification). In both cases, a representative 
particle distribution is tracked through the tomography diagnostic at 32 MeV and 15.5 MeV to analyse the effect of 
space charge. The third solution is equivalent to the second but with the beam taken at 9.113 m from the gun. 
Differences between the latter two are discussed with the two sample energies of 32 MeV and 15.5 MeV in the 
conclusion. The report is divided as follows: Firstly, a short description of the tracking from the exit of the gun to

ne with ASTRA.
here the tracking through tomography diagnostic part is repeated with updated parameters. The third case is looked at 

in the subsequent section, omitting the tracking through the tomography diagnostic as it is equivalent to the second case, 
and the main differences between the latter two cases highlighted. Conclusions and references complete the report. 
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METHOD 
The diagnostic consists of a qu  FODO cells. A screen is placed 

around each FODO cell. For a me  the FODO quadrupoles remains 
co

ment diagnostic.  

ASTRA TRACKING FROM THE GUN 
Particle tracking from the gun was performed using ASTRA for several different energies to estimate the beam 

properties, based on an initial tracking at 32 MeV [4]. The energies considered were 6.6 MeV (no acceleration from the 
booster), 7.5, 9.3, 11, 15.5, 24.3, 32, 42, and 50.8 MeV. Not all of these energies lie in the range of planned operations 
for PITZ2, but looking at them was nevertheless instructive as it allowed a more thorough assessment of the 
possibilities. Only two cases, 32 MeV and 15.5 MeV, are shown in detail for the purposes of this report. The results of 
tracking are shown in Figs 2, 3, 4 and 5 below. Figs. 2 and 3 show the evolution of normalised emittance and beam size 
respectively at 32 MeV. Only the x plane is shown as the other transverse plane is very similar. Figs. 4 and 5 show the 
same at 15.5 MeV.  

adrupole matching section followed by a number of
asurement at a particular energy the field strength in

nstant and the gradient alternates in sign. The beam is matched into the FODO lattice such that the alpha and beta 
functions are well defined and an emittance measurement can be inferred from the area of the re-constructed phase 
space. The phase advance between FODO cells is chosen to give results in phase space at different orientations. A four- 
screen measurement was chosen to provide some redundancy (the minimum being three). More could not be used due 
to space restrictions. The optimum screen to screen phase advance is 180°/n, where n is the number of screens. The 
resolution of the measurement is approximately proportional to the square root of the number of screens. 

To produce the condition of a matched beam in the FODO lattice, matching quadrupoles are required upstream of the 
tomography measure

 

 
Figure 2: Evolution of normalised emittance (x plane) along PITZ2 at 32 MeV. 
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Figure 3: Evolution beam size (x plane) along PITZ2 at 32 MeV. 

 
 clearly seen by comparing Figs. 3 and 5, the beam is very divergent, despite having 

ittance. 
 

As can be such a good 
normalised em

 
Figure 4: Evolution of normalised emittance (x plane) along PITZ2 at 15.5 MeV. 
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The main effe ; lower energy 
giving larger β or the β and α 
functions respe It can be seen 
that, at low en  to it as soon 
as possible. 

Figure 5: Evolution beam size (x plane) along PITZ2 at 15.5 MeV. 
 

ct of operating at different energies is a scaling of the Twiss parameters with energy
 and smaller α values due to less RF focusing. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 f
ctively and the change in normalised emittance as a function of energy is shown in Fig. 8. 

ergies the beam rapidly diverges and as a result, it is essential to apply quadrupole focusing

 

 
Figure 6: β function estimates at different energies, 7.5 m from the gun. 
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Figure 7: α function estimates at different energies, 7.5 m from the gun. 

 

 
Figure 8: Normalised emittance estimates at different energies, 7.5 m from the gun. 

 
An additional effect of operating at different energies is a difference in the energy spread in the bunch; for the two 

energies considered in detail this is shown at 7.5 m in Figs. 9 and 10. All other parameters of the bunch distribution are 
Gaussian and these are only given for reference in Figs. 12 – 17. Figs 12 and 13 show the x and x' profiles at 32 MeV (x 
plane only as y is largely similar) and Fig. 14 shows the bunch length at the same energy. Figs. 15 – 17 show the same 
as Figs. 12 – 14 at 15.5 MeV. There is almost no difference between the parameters of the bunch at 7.5 m or 9.113 m 
from the gun apart from a slight scaling to take into account the divergent beam. 
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Figure 10: Energy spread at 32 MeV and 7.5 m from the gun. 

 

 
Figure 11: Energy spread at 15.5 MeV and 7.5 m from the gun. 
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Figure 12: x profile at 32 MeV and 7.5 m from the gun. 

 

 
Figure 13: x' profile at 32 MeV and 7.5 m from the gun. 
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Figure 14: Bunch length profile at 32 MeV and 7.5 m from the gun. 

 

 
Figure 15: x profile at 15.5 MeV and 7.5 m from the gun. 
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Figure 16: x  profile at 15.5 MeV and 7.5 m from the gun. 

 
'

 
Figure 17: Bunch length profile at 15.5 MeV and 7.5 m from the gun. 

 
From Figs. 10 – 17 it can be seen that, as a rough guide, the lower the energy, the more spread-out the distribution is 

in all six dimensions of phase space. In particular and for the energies considered, the energy spreads and bunch lengths 
are shown in Table 1 below. 
 

Energy Bunch length 
(full width) 

Energy spread 
(FWHM) 

6.6 MeV ~ ± 4.5 mm 1 % 
7.5 MeV ~ ± 4.2 mm 0.9 % 
9.3 MeV ~ ± 4.2 mm 0.8 % 
11 MeV ~ ± 4.0 mm 0.7 % 
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15.5 MeV ~ ± 4.0 mm 0.5 % 
24.3 MeV ~ ± 4.0 mm 0.4 % 
32 MeV ~ ± 4.0 mm 0.3 % 
42 MeV ~ ± 3.2 mm 0.2 % 

50.8 MeV ~ ± 3.2 mm 0.1 % 

Table 1: Bunch lengths and energy spreads at different energies for PITZ2. 

SOLUTION I (7.5 m from the gun – original parameters) 
aphy diagnostic module is required to operate over the full working energy range proposed

tely 13 to 40 MeV. The constraints imposed on the design by the total space available, includi
odating a deflecting cavity and the matching section, as well as using existing screen module 

rupoles, meant that there was very little flexibility in what was possible. Despite this, this l
mulations to fulfil the performance criteria. 

 the magnets and screens of the matching and tomography sections are shown in Fig. 18, 
e approximate position of the deflecting cavity and the four subsequent green lines show th
y section. Matching into the tomography section was achieved using MAD and the result
0 (for the matching and diagnostic sections) and Figs. 21 and 22 (diagnostic section only). 
gy dependent) was done at 32 MeV only but can be easily extended to other energies. Th
7.5 m from the gun) are βx,y = 44.0 m and α x,y = -9.0 and the normalised emittance in both 

The tomogr  for PITZ2, i.e. 
approxima ng 
accomm designs and 
practical quad ayout has been 
demonstrated by si

The layout of the yellow box 
representing th e screens of 
the tomograph s are shown in 
Figs. 19 and 2 The matching 
(which is ener e initial Twiss 
parameters (at planes is εx,y = 
0.9 mm mrad. 

 
Figure 18: Quadrupole, deflecting cavity and screen layout schematic for the matching and tomography sections. 
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Figure 19: ution β functions along the five-quadrupole matching section and the six-quadrupole tomography section (sol

I). Note that s = 0 m on this graph is 7.5 m from the gun. 

 

 
Figure 20: Phase advance along the five-quadrupole matching section and the six quadrupole tomography section 

(solution I). Note that s = 0 m on this graph is 7.5 m from the gun. 
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igure 21: β fun  t y ly.  on e position of 

e fi  of secti
 

F ctions along he tomograph
th

 section on
rst screen

Note that s = 0 m
 the tomography 

 this graph corresponds to th
on. 
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Figure 22: Phase advance in y sect l Note that s = 0 m o is graph correspond e position of 
irst sc f the tomogr tion. 

It can be se  ph ce between FODO cells is 45°, which  correct for a four-screen set-up. The 
strengths of th or t on are given in ab below. 
 

Name Element Length Strength [m-2] Strength [T/m] (32 MeV) 

the tomograph
the f

ion on y. n th s to th
reen o aphy sec

en that the
e magnets f

ase advan
his soluti

 is
 T le 2 

DR1 Drift 0.02   
QM1 Quadrupole 0.06 41.345 4.381 
DR2 Drift 0.06   
QM2 Quadrupole 0.06 -41.793 -4.478 
L Drift 0.75   
LOLA Marker 0   
L Drift 0.75   
QM3 Quadrupole 0.06 7.143 1.839 
DR3 Drift 0.26   
QM4 Quadrupole 0.06 -9.005 -2.594 
DR4 Drift 0.26   
QM5 4.27  Quadrupole 0.06 25.364
DR5 Drift 0.13   
PTSTART Marker 0   
Screen1 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.13   
Q1 Quadrupole 0.06 42.62 4.634 
L1 Drift 0.26   
Q2 Quadrupole 0.06 -42.62 -4.634 
L2 Drift 0.13   
Screen2 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.13   
Q3 Quadrupole 0.06 42.62 4.634 
L1 Drift 0.26   
Q4 Quadrupole 0.06 -42.62 -4.634 
L2 Drift 0.13   
Screen3 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.13   
Q5 Quadrupole 0.06 42.62 4.634 
L1 Drift 0.26   
Q6 Quadrupole 0.06 -42.62 -4.634 
L2 Drift 0.13   
Screen4 Marker 0   
PTEND Marker 0   

 

Table 2: Magnet strengths and positions for solution I (starting 7.5 m from the gun and with original parameters). 

Changing the accelerating gradient and the RF phase in the booster and the gun changes the electron energy. A 
smaller gradient leads to less transverse focusing from the RF field and thus the beam properties change. The 
quadrupole gradients in the matching section prior to the tomography module have to be re-adjusted to match into the 
FODO lattice. The matching shown is therefore only valid at 32 MeV. 
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The low en ength of 6 ps 
(RMS) of the odule was 
tracked lts are shown for two 
cases, one at l m size for the 
nom

ENERGY SCANNING WITH ASTRA (SOLUTION I) 
ergies involved together with the high bunch charge of 1nC and the relatively short bunch l
PITZ2 mean that space charge is an issue. After an initial MAD matching, the tomography m

with ASTRA, both with and without space charge, over the desired energy range. The resu
ow energy and the other at high in the figures below. Fig. 23 gives the evolution of bea

inal energy of 32 MeV whereas Fig. 24 shows the same for 15.5 MeV.  
 

 
Figure 23: Beam size (x) through the tomography section, with and without space charge, at 32 MeV (solution I). Note 

that s = 0 m on this graph corresponds to the position of the first screen of the tomography section. 

 

 
Figure 24: Beam size (x) through the tomography section, with and without space charge, at 15.5 MeV (solution I). 

Note that s = 0 m on this graph corresponds to the position of the first screen of the tomography section. 
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None of th far it has not been 
possible to tra an bunch in all 
transverse dim  ps (RMS). The 
results sh

An attemp ng the overall 
quadrupole stren e linear part of 
space charge. may be 
likened to a de  a series of uni-
planar focusing a beam size may 
be controlled ). This is of 
importance at l

e models considered included any kind of previous history of space charge because thus 
ck the entire line, from gun to tomography module, using ASTRA. Therefore, a Gaussi
ensions was used together with zero energy spread and a uniform bunch length of 6

ow that space charge leads to a mismatch in the tomography module lattice at low energies. 
t at compensating for the mismatch caused by space charge can be made by increasi

gth in the FODO lattice. This is, of course, not precise as it only takes into account th
Furthermore, the linear part of space charge is not treated in an adequate way because, though it 
focusing quadrupole in both planes, it is unrealistic to expect it to be exactly matched by

nd defocusing elements. However, the results do show an improvement in the way the 
as shown in Fig. 25. for the horizontal plane (x) and in Fig. 26 for the vertical plane (y
ow energies and is required for adequate tomography reconstruction [5]. 
 

 
F

omography section. 
igure 25: Beam size (x) at 15.5 MeV, with and without space charge and with space charge compensation (solution I). 

Note that s = 0 m on this graph corresponds to the position of the first screen of the t
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 size (y) at 15.5 MeV, with and without space charge and with space charge compensation (s

hat s = 0 m on this graph corresponds to the position of the first screen of the tomography sectio

 Figs. 25 and 26 it is clear that the compensation of linear space charge in both planes is only approxim
ire a triplet instead of just a quadrupole to provide focusing in both planes simultaneously. Th

placing all the diagnostic section quadrupoles in Table 2 with triplets and this is not possible due t

SOLUTION II (7.5 m from the gun – revised parameters) 
lution, the only changes from solution I are the spacings of the elements in the matching and
s all tracking up to the start of the matching section is the same as in solution I, in particul

ters at 7.5 m are the same. The changes to the spacings of the elements in the diagnostic section
 order to incorporate kicker magnets which would then be used with the screens placed off-axis;

es from the beam to be kicked out onto the diagnostic screens whenever a measurement was require
-destructive “on-line” diagnostic. 

 into the tomography section at 32 MeV was achieved using MAD and the results are shown in Fi
atching and diagnostic sections) and Figs. 29 and 30 (diagnostic section only). 

Figure 26: Beam olution I). 
Note t n. 

From ate, as 
one would requ is would 
mean re o space 
restrictions. 

For this so  diagnostic 
sections; thu ar the Twiss 
parame  have been 
introduced in  this would 
allow bunch d, thus 
forming a non

Matching gs. 27 and 
28 (for the m
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β functions along the five-quadrupole matching section and the six-quadrupole tomography secti

II). 
Figure 27: on (solution 

 
Figure 28: Phase advance along the five-quadrupole matching section and the six-quadrupole tomography section 

(solution II). 
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Figure 29: β ctions alon tomography secti . Note that s = 0 m o  this graph corresponds to the position of 

 first scr  the tomograph on. 
 fun g the on only n

the een of y secti
 

 
Figure 30: Phase advance in the tomography section only. Note that s = 0 m on this graph corresponds to the position of 

the first screen of the tomography section. 
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The strength
 

s of the magnets for this solution are given in Table 3 below. 

Name Element Length [m] Strength [m-2] Strength [T/m] (32 MeV) 
DR1 Drift 0.02   
QM1 Quadrupole 0.06 40.293 4.381 
DR2 Drift 0.06   
QM2 Quadrupole 0.06 -41.183 -4.478 
L Drift 0.85   
LOLA Marker 0   
L Drift 0.85   
QM3 Quadrupole 0.06 16.909 1.839 
DR3 Drift 0.32   
QM4 Quadrupole 0.06 -23.858 -2.594 
DR4 Drift 0.32   
QM5 Quadrupole 0.06 39.272 4.27 
DR5 Drift 0.16   
PTSTART Marker 0   
Screen1 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.16   
Q1   Quadrupole 0.06 35.49 3.859
L1 Drift 0.32   
Q2   Quadrupole 0.06 -35.49 -3.859
L2 Drift 0.16   
Screen2 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.16   
Q3   Quadrupole 0.06 35.49 3.859
L1 Drift 0.32   
Q4   Quadrupole 0.06 -35.49 -3.859
L2 Drift 0.16   
Screen3 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.16   
Q5   Quadrupole 0.06 35.49 3.859
L1 Drift 0.32   
Q6   Quadrupole 0.06 -35.49 -3.859
L2 Drift 0.16   
Screen4 Marker 0   
PTEND Marker 0   
L3 Drift 0.13   

Table 3: Magnet strengths and positions for solution II (starting 7.5 m from the gun and with revised parameters). 

ENERGY SCANNING WITH ASTRA (SOLUTION II) 
The tracking with ASTRA was repeated in the diagnostics section as the overall length of the FODO cell has now 

changed from 64 cm to 76 cm. The results for the same two cases as previously, one at low energy and the other at high, 
are shown in the figures below. Fig. 31 gives the evolution of beam size for the nominal energy of 32 MeV whereas Fig. 
32 shows the same for 15.5 MeV.  
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Figure 31: Beam V (solution II). Note 

th n. 
 size (x) through the tomography section, with and without space charge, at 32 Me

at s = 0 m on this graph corresponds to the position of the first screen of the tomography sectio

 

 
Figure 32: Beam size (x) through the tomography section, with and without space charge, at 15.5 MeV (solution II). 

Note that s = 0 m on this graph corresponds to the position of the first screen of the tomography section. 

Again, an attempt at compensating for the mismatch caused by space charge was made by increasing the overall 
quadrupole strength in the FODO lattice. The results are shown in Fig. 33. for the horizontal plane (x) and in Fig. 34 for 
the vertical plane (y). 
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Figure 33: Beam olution II). 

Note t n. 
 size (x) at 15.5 MeV, with and without space charge and with space charge compensation (s

hat s = 0 m on this graph corresponds to the position of the first screen of the tomography sectio

 

 
Fig I). 

Note that s = 0 m on this graph corresponds t f the first screen of the tomography section. 

SOLUTION III (9.113 m from the gun) 
Solution III is a further development of solution II; in which the same revised element spacings are used but the 

matching section now starts 9.113 m from the gun. The initial Twiss parameters at 9.113 m from the gun are βx,y = 80.0 
m and α x,y = -13.5 and the normalised emittance in both planes is εx,y = 0.9 mm mrad. Matching into the tomography 
section was again achieved using MAD at 32 MeV and the results are shown in Figs. 35 and 36. Because the beam is 
very divergent and it is assumed that no focusing at all takes place until the first quadrupole of the matching section is 

ure 34: Beam size (y) at 15.5 MeV, with and without space charge and with space charge compensation (solution I
o the position o
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reached, th th of t adrupoles are c nsiderably s  this case than in solution II, as can be 
seen from T  below matching quadrup 5 is almost twice as strong as before. It is possible to reduce 
the required ths by onal focu sing a triplet ists upstream of the  section in 
this layout. is would m would be possi have magnet strength  for a matching section starting 9.113 m 
from the gu  are co  or even smaller to those required for soluti n II. It has not been decided at this point 
definitively if th let is availab e for this use. 

e streng he matching qu o
M

tronger in
able 4 where ole Q
 streng applying additi sing u  which ex matching
Th ean that it ble to s
n which

is trip
mparable

l
o

 
Figure 35: ions alo five-quadrupole m g section and the six- uadrupole tomography section (solution 

III). 
β funct ng the atchin q
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Figure 36: phy section 

 

 Phase advance along the five-quadrupole matching section and the six-quadrupole tomogra
(solution III). 
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The strengths of the magnets for this solution are given in table 4 below. 
 

Name Element Length [m] Strength [m-2] Strength [T/m] (32 MeV) 
DR1 Drift 0.02   
QM1 Quadrupole 0.06 37.845 4.115 
DR2 Drift 0.06   
QM2 Quadrupole 0.06 -40.996 -4.458 
L Drift 0.85   
LOLA Marker 0   
L Drift 0.85   
QM3 Quadrupole 0.06 18.975 2.063 
DR3 Drift 0.32   
QM4 Quadrupole 0.06 -25.323 -2.753 
DR4 Drift 0.32   
QM5 5  Quadrupole 0.06 -76.565 -8.32
DR5 Drift  0.16  
PTSTART Marker  0  
Screen1 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.16   
Q1 Quadrupole 0.06 35.49 3.859 
L1 Drift 0.32   
Q2 Quadrupole 0.06 -35.49 -3.859 
L2 Drift 0.16   
Screen2 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.16   
Q3 Quadrupole 0.06 35.49 3.859 
L1 Drift 0.32   
Q4 Quadrupole 0.06 -35.49 -3.859 
L2 Drift 0.16   
Screen3 Marker 0   
L2 Drift 0.16   
Q5 Quadrupole 0.06 35.49 3.859 
L1 Drift 0.32   
Q6 Quadrupole 0.06 -35.49 -3.859 
L2 Drift 0.16   
Screen4 Marker 0   
PTEND Marker 0   
L3 Drift 0.13   

Table 4: Magnet strengths and positions for solution III (starting 9.113 m from the gun). 

 
   In order to evaluate this solution at a range of energies, re-matching is required as the initial Twiss parameters vary 
with energy as in the previous cases.  The relation eters at the start of the matching section 
and the beam energy is shown in Figs. 37 and 38 ge in normalised emittance is shown in Fig. 39. 

ship between the Twiss param
below, while the chan
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Figure 37: β function estimates at different energies, 9.113 m from the gun. 

 

 
Figure 38: α function estimates at different energies, 9.113 m from the gun. 
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Figure 39: Normalised emittance estimates at different energies, 9.113 m from the gun. 

8BCONCLUSIONS 
The differences between solutions II and III (starting 7.5 m and 9.113 m from the gun respectively), amount to having 

to match considerably larger Twiss parameters in the latter case. As explained earlier, this is because the beam is very 
divergent, despite having a very low emittance. A small concern in both designs is the fact that, prior to the tomography 
section, the beam has a waist either in one plane or the other where the beta function is almost zero. This could have 
negative effects from the point of view of space charge. This could easily be avoided through the use of the triplet 
upstream of the matching section which would provide additional focusing at an earlier stage (so the beam would not be 
so divergent). Further, the use of the triplet could also allow a re-arrangement of some of the matching quadrupoles so 
that, for example, one could have one matching quadrupole only before the deflecting cavity and four after it. This 
would have the effect of making the overall focusing more gradual, thereby avoiding the very narrow waist and it would 
also allow an easier regulation of the phase advance from the centre of the deflecting cavity to any of the screens. This 
last point is very important in the event of different bunches being used for different screens. In this case, one should 
take care that the streak achieved at the screen is the same for all bunches so that the bunch length and slice emittance 
measurements can be compared to each other directly. For example, a screen placed at (n×90 – φ)° phase advance from 
the deflecting cavity centre should have the same streak as one placed at (m×90 + φ)° for n and m odd integers. If this is 
not done, it may still be possible to compare results on different screens via some sort of renormalisation, but this has 
not been investigated in this work. 

In both solutions II and III it is recommended that the quadrupole strength is increased to try and compensate for the 
effect of space charge as shown in Figs. 33 and 34 [5].  

Provided the magnet design of the existing triplet upstream of the matching section can deliver the required gradient 
for all the quadrupoles of solution II, it is recommended that this design be used for all quadrupoles as it has sufficient 
aperture. 

This report does not evaluate the use of kickers to deflect the bunches to be analysed onto off-axis screens [6], merely 
incorporating sufficient space for such devices. However there seems to be no reasons to exclude this provided the 
kickers have adequate field uniformity not to disrupt the beam and the synchrotron radiation due to the kick does not 
obscure the required signal from the screens. 

The next step, following the resolution of some of the outstanding issues identified in the report, is the manufacture 
and installation of this equipment at PITZ in 2006-07, followed by measurements of the electron beam properties to 
experimentally confirm the performance of both the diagnostic itself and the PITZ2 gun. In parallel, numerical 
simulations of the phase-space reconstruction procedure are ongoing [7]. 
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